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FINITENESS OF An-EQUIVALENCE TYPES OF GAUGE GROUPS
MITSUNOBU TSUTAYA
Abstract. Let B be a finite CW complex and G a compact connected Lie group. We show that the number of gauge
groups of principal G-bundles over B is finite up to An-equivalence for n < ∞. As an example, we give a lower bound of
the number of An-equivalence types of gauge groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over S 4.
1. Introduction
Let G be a topological group and P be a principal G-bundle over a space B. A G-equivariant map P → P
covering the identity map on B is called an automorphism of P. The gauge group G(P) of P is the topological
group consisting of all automorphisms of P.
Let us consider the following problem: how many homotopy types of G(P) do exist for fixed B and G? For
B = S 4 and G = SU(2), Kono [11] has shown that there exist only six homotopy types of G(P). More generally,
for any finite CW complex B and any compact connected Lie group G, Crabb and Sutherland show that that there
exist only finitely many homotopy types of G(P) in [4]. Moreover, they show that the number of homotopy types
of G(P) as H-spaces, namely H-types of G(P) is also finite.
Stasheff considered the concept of an An-map [18] between topological monoids. An H-map between topolog-
ical monoids is exactly an A2-map between them. Here, we can consider the more general problem: how many
An-equivalence types, which we also refer as An-types, of gauge groups do exist for fixed B and G? Especially, let
us consider this problem for any finite complex B and any compact connected Lie group G in case when n is finite.
For n = 1 or 2, as stated above, Crabb and Sutherland show that it is finite. We will give a more general result for
n ≥ 3.
Theorem 1.1. Let B be a finite complex and G be a compact connected Lie group. As P ranges over all principal
G-bundles with base B, the number of An-equivalence types of G(P) is finite in case when n is finite.
In general, the number of A∞-types of G(P) is not finite (§9).
If we regard G as a left G-space by the adjoint action (g, x) 7→ gxg−1, the bundle aut P = P ×G G with fibre G
associated to P is a fibrewise topological group, namely, a group object in the comma category Top ↓ B and the
space Γ(aut P) of all sections of aut P and G(P) are isomorphic as topological groups. So to prove Theorem 1.1, it
is sufficient to show that the number of fibrewise An-equivalence types of aut P is finite.
In §2, we review the terminology of fibrewise homotopy theory. In §3, we review associahedra and multipli-
hedra. In §4, we review the definitions of fibrewise An-spaces and fibrewise An-maps and see some fundamental
properties. These notions are the fibrewise versions of An-spaces [17] and An-maps [7] respectively. In §5, we
show the classification theorem for fibrewise An-spaces with fibre An-equivalent to some fixed An-space. In §6
and 7, we treat the fibrewise localization of fibrewise An-spaces. We see that the fibrewise rationalizations of au-
tomorphism bundles are trivial. In §8, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. In §9, we show the existence of
a counterexample to Theorem 1.1, if we disregard the condition “n is finite” in Theorem 1.1. In §10, we make a
new observation of the gauge groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over S 4. Especially, we give a lower bound of the
number of the An-types of such gauge groups.
I am grateful to Professors Akira Kono and Daisuke Kishimoto for suggesting this problem and for many helpful
discussions.
2. Fibrewise spaces and fibrewise pointed spaces
We follow the terminology introduced in [3] used in describing the fibrewise homotopy theory.
Let E and B be spaces. We say E is a fibrewise space over B if a map π : E → B, called the projection of E,
is given. For each b ∈ B, we denote Eb := π−1(b) and call Eb the fibre over b. The space B itself is regarded as
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a fibrewise space over B with projection given by the identity map. Every space can be seen as a fibrewise space
over a point with the unique projection.
From now on, we always assume that all fibrewise spaces are Hurewicz fibrations.
Let E
π
→ B and E′ π
′
→ B be fibrewise spaces. If a map f : E → E′ satisfies π′ f = π, then f is called a fibrewise
map over B. We denote I as the unit interval [0, 1]. Regard I × E as a fibrewise space over B with projection given
by composing π with the second projection I × E → E. Let f , g : E → E′ be fibrewise maps. A fibrewise map
h : I × E → E′ is called a fibrewise homotopy between f and g if h|0×E = f and h|1×E = g. If there exists such h,
then f and g are said to be fibrewise homotopic.
For fibrewise spaces E π→ B and E′ π
′
→ B, the fibre product E ×B E′ of E and E′ is defined by
E ×B E′ = { (e, e′) ∈ E × E′ | π(e) = π′(e′) }.
We denote the i-fold fibre product of E by E×Bi.
Fibrewise mapping space map B(E, E′) between fibrewise spaces E and E′ over the same base B is the following
set with appropriate topology:
map B(E, E′) =
∐
b∈B
Map (Eb, E′b),
where Map (Eb, E′b) is the set of all continuous maps Eb → E′b. This space is naturally a fibrewise space over B.
In the remainder of this paper, we work in the category of fibrewise compactly-generated spaces, which
is introduced in [8]. For a fibrewise space E over B, if E and B are compactly-generated, then E is fibrewise
compactly-generated. Let E, E′ and E′′ be fibrewise spaces over B and f : E ×B E′ → E′′ be a function with
πE′′ f = πE×B E′ , where πE′′ : E′′ → B and πE×BE′ : E ×B E′ → B are the projections. Then we define the function
f ′ : E → map B(E′, E′′) by f ′(x)(y) = f (x, y).
Proposition 2.1 ((Proposition(5.6) in [8])). Assume E and E′ are locally sliceable [3]. Then f is continuous if and
only if f ′ is continuous.
If E → B is a Hurewicz fibration and B is a CW complex, then E is locally sliceable. This criterion is sufficient
for our later use.
A fibrewise pointed space E over B is a fibrewise space E π→ B with a section σ of π. Here, each fibre Eb is
regarded as a pointed space with basepoint σ(b). The fibrewise space B over B is regarded as a fibrewise pointed
space with the section given by the identity map. Every pointed space is a fibrewise pointed space over a point.
Let B
σ
→ E
π
→ B and B σ
′
→ E′
π′
→ B be fibrewise pointed spaces. A fibrewise map f : E → E′ is a fibrewise
pointed map if fσ = σ′. Moreover, if f is a homeomorphism, we say f is a fibrewise pointed topological
equivalence.
3. Review of associahedra and multiplihedra
We will review and construct associahedra and multiplihedra using the W-construction in [2] since we will use
the result of Boardman and Vogt in [2]. These constructions are equivalent to the original construction in [17]
respectively in [7]. This fact is also stated in [5]. Here we remark that we do not consider the degeneracy maps of
associahedra and multiplihedra. Because we do not need to assume that an An-form has a strict unit. Details of this
will be explained in the next section.
First, we recall basic definitions about trees.
Definition 3.1. A planted plane tree (see §2 of [10]) τ is said to be an unpainted tree if each vertex in τ is not
connected to exactly two edges. For a planted plane tree τ, let V(τ) be the set of all vertices in τ and define the
subset
L(τ) = { v ∈ V(τ) | v is not the root and is connected to only one edge.}.
A vertex contained in L(τ) is called a leaf and a vertex which is not the root or a leaf is called an internal vertex.
Similarly, the edge whose boundary contains the root is called the root edge, an edge whose boundary contains a
leaf is called a leaf edge and an edge which is not the root edge or a leaf edge is called an internal edge. Moreover,
if each internal vertex in an unpainted tree τ is connected to just three edges, τ is said to be binary.
For a planted plane tree τ, we give each edge the direction toward the root. Then, each internal vertex in τ has
some incoming edges and the unique outgoing edge.
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Remark 1. For an integer n ≥ 2, a binary unpainted tree with n leaves has just n − 2 internal edges.
Definition 3.2. Let τ be a planted plane tree. If each internal edge of τ is labeled by an element of I = [0, 1], τ is
said to be a metric tree.
Denote the set of all binary unpainted trees with n leaves by Tn. The space TAn consisting of all binary
unpainted metric trees with n leaves is topologized by TAn = Tn × In−2. Now we define an equivalence relation in
TAn. For ρ, τ ∈ TAn, remove all internal edges with length 0 and unite the end vertices of each removed edges.
Then we have the new (in general, not binary) unpainted metric trees R(ρ), R(τ). We say ρ and τ are equivalent if
R(ρ) = R(τ). This relation defines the quotient space Kn of TAn. For example, K2 is a point, K3 is a line segment
and K4 is a pentagon.
Let us define the grafting map. For ρ ∈ TAr , τ ∈ TAt and an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ r, we can make the new
binary unpainted metric tree ∂k(r, t)(ρ, τ) by identifying the root edge of τ and the k-th leaf edge of ρ, where this
identification is compatible with the direction of edges and the length of the new internal edge is 1 ∈ I.
This defines a continuous map ∂k(r, s) : Kr × Kt → Kr+t−1. These grafting maps satisfy the following conditions:
∂ j(p, r + t − 1)(1 × ∂k(r, t)) = ∂ j+k−1(p + r − 1, t)(∂ j(p, r) × 1),
∂ j+r−1(p + r − 1, t)(∂k(p, r) × 1) = ∂k(p + t − 1, r)(∂ j(q, t) × 1)(1 × T )for k < j,
where T transposes the factors. Let Ln be the union of images of these grafting maps in Kn. Then Kn is homeo-
morphic to the cone CLn of Ln. Therefore, these spaces are Stasheff’s associahedra in [17]. This implies that there
is a homeomorphism (Kn,Ln) ≃ (Dn−2, S n−3) for n ≥ 3.
In the above construction, if we replace unpainted metric trees by painted metric trees, then we can construct
multiplihedra. We consider two types of edges of painted trees, say unpainted edges and painted edges.
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Definition 3.3. A painted tree is a planted plane tree with edges labeled by the set { painted, unpainted } satisfying
the following conditions:
(i) each of its internal vertices is one of the following types:
Type I: all incoming edges and the outgoing edge are unpainted,
Type II: all incoming edges and the outgoing edge are painted,
Type III: all incoming edges are unpainted and the outgoing edge is painted,
where the number of incoming edges of a vertex of type I or II is greater than 1,
(ii) all leaf edges are unpainted while the root edge is painted.
A painted tree is called binary if the number of incoming edges of each internal vertex of type I or II is 2 and
the number of incoming edges of each internal vertex of type III is 1.
For painted metric trees, we consider the following two types of grafting maps.
Like unpainted metric trees, we can graft an unpainted metric tree onto a painted metric tree. For a painted
metric tree ρ with r leaves, an unpainted metric tree τ with t leaves and an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ r, we can make the new
painted metric tree δk(r, t)(ρ, τ) by identifying the root edge of τ and the k-th leaf edge of ρ, where this identification
is compatible with the direction of edges, the length of the new internal edge is 1 ∈ I and each edge in δk(r, t)(ρ, τ)
which comes from τ is unpainted.
Conversely, we can graft painted metric trees onto an unpainted metric tree. For an unpainted metric tree τ
with t leaves and painted metric trees ρ1, · · · , ρt such that each ρi has ri leaves, δ(t, r1, · · · , rt)(τ, ρ1, · · · , ρt) is the
painted metric tree constructed by identifying the root edge of ρi and the i-th leaf edge of τ for each i, where this
identification is compatible with the direction of edges, the lengths of the new internal edges are 1 ∈ I and each
edge which comes from τ is painted.
It is not quite appropriate for our purpose to consider all painted metric trees, so we consider a new class of
painted metric trees. For an painted metric tree τ, let M(τ) be the length of the longest internal edge in τ. If τ has
no internal vertices, then define M(τ) = 0.
Definition 3.4. Level-trees are painted metric trees inductively defined as follows:
(I) If a painted metric tree τ satisfies the condition M(τ) = 0, then τ is a level-tree.
(II) Let τ be a painted metric tree with n internal edges such that M(τ) > 0. Define a new painted metric tree τ˜ as
follows:
(i) τ˜ = τ as painted trees,
(ii) for each internal edge e ⊂ τ˜, if the length of e in τ is ℓ ∈ I, then the length of e in τ˜ is ℓ/M(τ) ∈ I.
If τ˜ = δk(r, s)(ρ, σ) for some level-tree ρ and unpainted metric tree σ or τ˜ = δ(r, s1, · · · , sr)(ρ′, σ′1, · · · , σ′r) for
some unpainted metric tree ρ and level-trees σ1, · · · , σr, then τ is a level-tree. Here we remark that the number of
internal edges in each of such level-trees ρ, σ′1, · · · , σ′r is less than n and can define level-trees inductively.
Example 1. Consider painted metric trees τ1, τ2, τ3 as the following figure.
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(i) Since M(τ1) = 2/3, τ˜1 is described as the following figure.
Hence τ1 is a level-tree.
(ii) Since M(τ2) = 1, τ˜2 = τ2 and τ˜2 is decomposed as follows.
As easily checked, the painted metric tree in the right hand side is a level-tree. Then τ2 is also a level-tree.
(iii) Since M(τ3) = 1, τ˜3 = τ3. The painted metric tree τ˜3, however, can not be described as any grafting of some
painted metric trees and unpainted metric trees. Thus τ3 is not a level-tree.
Let TMn be the set consisting of all binary level-trees with n-leaves. We topologize TMn by the embedding
TMn ⊂
⋃
τ: a binary painted tree
with n leaves
{τ} × I×N(τ),
where N(τ) denotes the number of internal edges in τ. Just like unpainted metric trees, we consider reduction of
edges with length 0. For τ ∈ TMn, remove all internal edges with length 0 and unite the end vertices of each
removed edges. We denote this new level-tree by R(τ). We say ρ and τ ∈ TMn are equivalent if R(ρ) = R(τ) as
painted metric trees. Let Jn be the quotient space of TMn by this relation. For example,J1 is a point, J2 is a line
segment and J3 is a hexagon.
The grafting constructions define the continuous maps δk(r, t) : Jr × Kt → Jr+t−1 and δ(t, r1, · · · , rt) : Kt ×
Jr1 × · · ·Jrt → Jr1+···+rt . These maps satisfy the following conditions:
δ j(p, r + t − 1)(1 × ∂k(r, t)) = δ j+k−1(p + r − 1, t)(δ j(p, r) × 1),
δ j+r−1(p + r − 1, t)(δk(p, r) × 1) = δk(p + t − 1, r)(δ j(p, t) × 1)(1 × T )for k < j,
δp1+···+p j−1+k(p, r)(δ(t, p1, · · · , pt) × 1)
=δ(t, p1, · · · , p j−1, p j + r − 1, p j+1, · · · , pt)(1× j × δk(p j, r) × 1×q− j)T j
for p1 + · · · + pt = p and 1 ≤ k ≤ r j,
δ(r + t − 1, p1, · · · , pr+t−1)(∂k(r, t) × 1×r+t−1)
=δ(r, p1, · · · , pk−1, pk + · · · + pk+t−1, pk+t, · · · , pr+t−1)(1×k × δ(t, pk, · · · , pk+t−1) × 1×r−k)T ′k,
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where the maps T j and T ′k are defined by T j(τ, π1,· · ·, πt, ρ) = (τ, π1,· · ·, π j, ρ, π j+1,· · ·, πt) and T ′k(ρ, τ, π1,· · ·, πr+t−1) =
(ρ, π1,· · ·, πk−1, τ, πk,· · ·, πr+t−1). Let Hn be the union of images of these grafting maps in Jn. Then Jn is homeo-
morphic to the cone CHn of Hn. Therefore,Jn is the n-th multiplihedron constructed by Iwase and Mimura in [7].
This implies that there is a homeomorphism (Jn,Hn) ≃ (Dn−1, S n−2) for n ≥ 2.
We compare the above constructions of associahedra and multiplihedra with the W-construction in [2]. Let A
be the PRO of semigroups and L1 be the linear category 0 → 1. In other words, A is the PRO such that A(0, 1)
is empty and A(n, 1) is a point for n ≥ 1. From the above construction, WA(1, 1) is a point, WA(n, 1) = Kn for
n ≥ 2, LW(A ⊗ L1)(n0, 11) = Jn for n ≥ 1 and the compositions in these PROs are compatible with our grafting
maps.
4. Fibrewise An-spaces and fibrewise An-maps
We shall review fibrewise An-spaces and fibrewise An-maps. For any fibrewise space E over B, we will consider
Ki × E and Ji × E as a fibrewise spaces over B.
Definition 4.1. A fibrewise space E over B is called a fibrewise An-space (without unit) if a family of fibrewise
maps {mi : Ki × E×Bi → E}ni=2, called a fibrewise An-form of E, is given and satisfies the following condition:
mi(∂k(r, t)(ρ, τ); x1, · · · , xi) = mr(ρ; x1, · · · , xk−1,mt(τ; xk, · · · , xk+t−1), xk+t, · · · , xi)for xl ∈ Eb, ρ ∈ Kr, τ ∈ Kt.
Let (E, {mi}) and (E′, {m′i}) be fibrewise An-spaces over B. A fibrewise map f : E → E′ is called a fibrewise
An-map if there exists a family of fibrewise maps { fi : Ji ×E×Bi → E′}ni=1, called a fibrewise An-form of f , such that
f1 = f
fi(δk(r, t)(ρ, τ); x1, · · · , xi) = fr(ρ; x1, · · · , xk−1,mt(τ; xk, · · · , xk+t−1), xk+t, · · · , xi)
for xl ∈ Eb, ρ ∈ Jr, τ ∈ Kt,
fi(δ(t, r1, · · · , rt)(τ, ρ1, · · · , ρt); x1, · · · , xi) = m′t (τ; fr1 (ρ; x1, · · · , xr1), · · · , frt (ρt; xr1+···+rt−1+1, · · · , xi))
for xl ∈ Eb, ρs ∈ Jrs , τ ∈ Kt.
A fibrewise An-equivalence is a fibrewise An-map which is also a fibrewise homotopy equivalence. If there exists a
fibrewise An-equivalence between two fibrewise An-spaces, then they are said to be fibrewise An-equivalent.
In particular, a fibrewise An-space over a point is called an An-space. The terms such as An-map etc. are
similarly defined.
Remark 2. (i) We do not suppose the existence of strict or homotopy units of fibrewise An-spaces. Because the
author does not know whether the universal fibrewise An-space En(G) constructed in §5 has a fibrewise homotopy
unit or not. Every fibrewise pointed space is a fibrewise A∞-space by a trivial fibrewise A∞-form in the above sense.
But we do not have any difficulties in showing Theorem 1.1 with our definition of fibrewise An-forms. Because our
definition of An-maps between topological monoids agrees with the definition in [18].
(ii) We do not require that fibrewise An-spaces are fibrewise pointed and fibrewise An-forms preserve the base-
point in each fibre. But even if we do, the following arguments are verified analogously. In that situation, some
spaces are replaced by “based” ones. For example, the universal fibration is replaced by the fibrewise pointed
universal fibration and the mapping space Map (Gn,G) in §5 is replaced by Map ∗(Gn,G), which is the subspace
of Map (Gn,G) consisting of maps Gn → G preserving the basepoint.
(iii) Fibrewise An-spaces are exactly multiplicative functors from QnWA (see Remark 3.19 in [2]) to the category
of fibrewise spaces in the sense of [2]. Similarly, fibrewise An-maps are fibrewise level-tree maps between fibre-
wise QnWA-spaces. Here, we define QnLW(A ⊗ L1) as the PRO-subcategory of LW(A ⊗ L1) generated by the
morphisms of LW(A ⊗ L1)(i, k), i : [r] → obL1 with r ≤ n and a fibrewise level-tree maps between fibrewise
QnWA-spaces E and E′ means a multiplicative functor from QnLW(A ⊗ L1) to the category of fibrewise spaces
of which the restrictions to d1QnWA and d0QnWA give fibrewise QnWA-spaces E and E′ respectively.
Example 2. (i) Every topological monoid is an A∞-space. More generally, every fibrewise topological monoid is
a fibrewise A∞-space. Here, a fibrewise pointed space B σ→ E π→ B (σ is a section of π) with a fibrewise map
m : E×B E → E is a fibrewise topological monoid if m(1×B m) = m(m×B 1) and m(σ(π(x)), x) = m(x, σ(π(x))) = x
for each x ∈ E. If (E,m) is a fibrewise topological monoid, then the family of maps {mi : Ki × E×Bi → E} defined
by mi(ρ; x1, · · · , xi) = m(x1, · · · ,m(xi−1, xi) · · · ) is a fibrewise A∞-form of E.
(ii) An H-space is an A2-space. A homotopy associative H-space (G,m) together with its associating homotopy
m(1 × m) ≃ m(m × 1) is an A3-space.
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(iii) For a pointed space X, the based loop space ΩX of X is naturally an A∞-space. In fact, an A∞-form of ΩX is
constructed as follows. Let
Pi = { (t0, t1, · · · , ti) ∈ Ii+1 | 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < ti = 1 }
be the space of partitions of the unit interval I = [0, 1]. Since Pi is contractible, one can construct an A∞-form
{mi : Ki × (ΩX)×i → ΩX} of ΩX such that
mi(ρ; ℓ1, · · · , ℓi)(t) = ℓk
 t − ω
i
k−1(ρ)
ωik(ρ) − ωik−1(ρ)

for ρ ∈ Ki, ℓ1, · · · , ℓi ∈ ΩX, ωik−1(ρ) ≤ t ≤ ωik, where ωi = (ωi0, ωi1, · · · , ωii) : Ki → Pi. One can take this family
{ωi} as independent of X. Since Pi is contractible, such A∞-form of ΩX is unique up to homotopy of A∞-forms.
(iv) Every homomorphism between topological monoids is an A∞-map. We can consider a more general situ-
ation. Let (E, {mi}) and (E′, {m′i}) be fibrewise An-spaces. A fibrewise map f : E → E′ is called a fibrewise
An-homomorphism if m′i(1× f ×Bi) = f mi for each i, where a fibrewise An-form of f is constructed by forgetting the
painting of trees in Jr. For example, if X and Y are pointed spaces and f : X → Y is a pointed map, then the map
Ω f : ΩX → ΩY is an A∞-homomorphism.
(v) An H-map between H-spaces is an A2-map.
The results by Boardman and Vogt in Chapter IV, §2 and §3 of [2] remain true even if WB-spaces are replaced
by “fibrewise WB-spaces”. Hence, we have the following propositions.
Proposition 4.2 ((Corollary 4.15 in [2])). Let E, E′ and E′′ be fibrewise An-spaces over B and f : E → E′ and
g : E′ → E′′ be fibrewise An-maps. Then g f : E → E′′ is also a fibrewise An-map.
Proposition 4.3 ((Corollary 4.20 in [2])). Let E be a fibrewise space over B and E′ be a fibrewise An-space over
B. If f : E → E′ is a fibrewise homotopy equivalence, then there exists a fibrewise An-form of E such that f is a
fibrewise An-equivalence.
Proposition 4.4 ((Corollary 4.21 in [2])). Let E and E′ be fibrewise An-spaces over B and f : E → E′ be a
fibrewise An-equivalence. Then the fibrewise homotopy inverse g : E′ → E of f is also a fibrewise An-equivalence.
Remark 3. (i) From Propositions 4.2 and 4.4, the fibrewise An-equivalence is an equivalence relation.
(ii) Boardman and Vogt have not explicitly shown the level-tree map version. However, Proposition 4.6 in [2]
guarantees us the above propositions. The QnWB-space version can also be verified.
(iii) For the fibrewise pointed version, we need to assume the fibrewise homotopy extension property of the sections
of fibrewise pointed spaces. This property corresponds to well-pointedness of pointed spaces. For the pointed
version, see Chapter 5, §5 in [2].
5. The classification theorem for fibrewise An-spaces
Let B′ be a space, f : B′ → B be a map and E be a fibrewise An-space over B. The pull-back f ∗E of E by f is
naturally a fibrewise An-space.
Let E and E′ be fibrewise An-spaces over B and B′ respectively. We say a fibre map f covering ¯f : B → B′ is
a fibrewise An-map over ¯f if the induced map E → ¯f ∗E′ by f is a fibrewise An-map. In particular, ¯f ∗E′ → E′ is a
fibrewise An-map over ¯f .
Proposition 5.1. Let E and E′ be fibrewise An-spaces over B and B′ respectively. If a fibrewise An-map f : E → E′
over ¯f is homotopic to a fibre map g : E → E′ covering g¯ : B → B′ with a homotopy from f to g covering a
homotopy from ¯f to g¯, then g is a fibrewise An-map over g¯.
Proof. Take a homotopy h : I × E → E′ between f and g covering a homotopy ¯h : I × B → B′ between ¯f and g¯.
We construct a fibrewise An-form {h′i : Ji × I × E×Bi → ¯h∗E′} of the fibrewise map h′ : I × E → ¯h∗E′ induced by
h, where {h′i |0×B} is equal to the fibrewise An-form { f ′i } of the fibrewise map E → ¯f ∗E′ induced by f .
Assume we have constructed h′1, · · · , h′i−1. Since E′ has the homotopy lifting property and (Ji,Hi) ≃ (Di−1, S i−2),
we can extend the fibrewise map h′i : ((Ji × 0) ∪ (Hi × I)) × E×Bi → ¯h∗E′ defined by
h′i(ρ, s; x1,· · ·, xi)
=

f ′i (ρ; x1, · · · , xi) (s = 0)
h′r(ρ′, s; x1, · · · , xk−1,mt(τ′; xk, · · · , xk+t−1), xk+t, · · · , xi) (ρ = δk(r, t)(ρ′, τ′))
m′t (τ′; h′r1(ρ′1, s; x1,· · ·, xr1),· · ·, h′rt(ρ′t , s; xr1+···+rt−1+1,· · ·, xi)) (ρ=δ(t, r1,· · ·, rt)(τ′, ρ′1,· · ·, ρ′t))
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to Ji × I × E×Bi, where {mi} and {m′i } are fibrewise An-forms of E and E′, respectively. We have constructed a
desired map hi. Therefore g is a fibrewise An-map over g¯. 
Remark 4. In the pointed case, since we have used the homotopy lifting property, we have to assume that E′ is an
ex-fibration (see [3]).
Proposition 5.2. Let E be a fibrewise An-space over B and B′ be a space. If maps f , g : B′ → B are homotopic,
then f ∗E and g∗E are fibrewise An-equivalent.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that for a fibrewise An-space E over I × B, E|0×B and E|1×B are fibrewise An-
equivalent. From the homotopy lifting property of E, there exists a fibrewise map h : I × (E|0×B) → E over
I × B. From Proposition 5.1, h|1×E : E|0×B → E|1×E is a fibrewise An-map. Since h|1×E is a fibrewise homotopy
equivalence, E|0×B and E|1×B are fibrewise An-equivalent. 
In the rest of this section, we will construct the classifying space for fibrewise An-spaces with fibres An-
equivalent to a fixed An-space by the same method as in [4]. Let (G, {µi}) be an An-space and B be a space, where
both G and B has homotopy types of CW complexes. Assume every fibre of a fibrewise An-space is An-equivalent
to G in the rest of this section.
Let E be a fibrewise space such that fibres of E are homotopy equivalent to G. Define
Mn[E] =
∐
b∈B
 {mi} ∈
n∏
i=2
Map (Ki × E×ib , Eb)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
{mi} : an An-form of Eb such that
(Eb, {mi}) and (G, {µi}) are An-equivalent
 .
Here, we have the projection Mn[E] → Mn−1[E] defined by forgetting mn. Since the inclusion Ln → Kn has the
homotopy extension property, this projection is a Hurewicz fibration, of which the fibres are homotopy equivalent
to the component Ωn−20 Map (G×n,G) containing the constant map S n−2 → Map (G×n,G) of Ωn−2Map (G×n,G)
with basepoint of Map (G×n,G) given by the map (x1, · · · , xn) 7→ µ2(x1, · · · , µ2(xn−1, xn) · · · ). Then a fibrewise
space En[E] is defined as the pull-back of E by the projection Mn[E] → B. Define the fibrewise map m˜i :
Ki × En[E]×Mn[E] i → En[E] by m˜i(ρ; {mi}, x1, · · · , xi) = mi(ρ; x1, · · · , xi), then {m˜i}ni=2is a fibrewise An-form of
En[E]. Using the space Mn[E], we can state the Lemma 5.7 in [2] in the following form.
Lemma 5.3 ((Lemma 5.7 in [2])). Let E be a fibrewise An-space and {mi}, {m′i } : B → Mn[E] be fibrewise An-
forms of E. Then the identity map of E is a fibrewise An-equivalence between {mi} and {m′i } if and only if they are
homotopic as sections of Mn[E] → B.
Recall that there exists the universal fibration (not principal) E1 → M1 = BFG for Hurewicz fibrations with
fibres homotopy equivalent to G, where FG is the space of all self homotopy equivalences of G. For any space B
with homotopy type of a CW complex, there is the bijection between the free homotopy set [B; M1] and the set of
all fibrewise homotopy equivalence classes of Hurewicz fibrations with fibres homotopy equivalent to G given by
pull-back of E1. Refer [14] for details.
We denote Mn = Mn(G) = Mn[E1] and En = En(G) = En[E1].
Proposition 5.4. Let E be a fibrewise An-space over B. Then there exists a fibrewise An-map f : E → En over
¯f : B → Mn such that the induced map E → ¯f ∗En is a fibrewise An-equivalence.
Proof. Let f1 : E → E1 be a fibre map covering ¯f1 : B → M1 which induces a fibrewise homotopy equivalence
E → ¯f ∗1 E1. From Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, there exists a fibrewise An-form of ¯f ∗1 E1 such that E → ¯f ∗1 E1 is a
fibrewise An-equivalence. This fibrewise An-form gives a section of ¯f ∗1 Mn = Mn[ ¯f ∗1 E1] → B. This section and f1
gives a fibrewise An-map f : E → En over ¯f : B → Mn which induces fibrewise An-equivalence E → ¯f ∗En. 
Lemma 5.5. Let E be a fibrewise An-space over B and f , g : B → Mn be maps such that f ∗En and g∗En are
fibrewise An-equivalent to E. Then f and g are homotopic.
Proof. Let p : Mn → M1 be the projection. Then p f and pg are homotopic. Let us denote this homotopy
h′ : I × B → M0. Since p is a Hurewicz fibration, there exists a homotopy h : I × B → Mn such that ph = h′ and
h0 = f . Take a fibrewise An-map ˆf : E → En over f which induces a fibrewise An-equivalence E → f ∗En. From
the homotopy lifting property of En, there exists a homotopy ˆh : I × E → En such that ˆh covers h and ˆh0 = ˆf .
Here E is fibrewise An-equivalent to both g∗En and h∗1En. Since ph1 = g, they are the same fibrewise spaces. From
Propositions 4.4, 4.2 and 5.1, the identity map h∗1En → g∗En is a fibrewise An-equivalence and Lemma 5.3 says
that h1 is homotopic to g. Therefore, f and g are homotopic. 
The next proposition follows from this lemma immediately.
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Proposition 5.6. Let E and E′ be fibrewise An-equivalent fibrewise An-spaces over B and f , g : B → Mn be maps.
If E and E′ are fibrewise An-equivalent to f ∗En and g∗En respectively, then f and g are homotopic.
From Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.6, we conclude the classification theorem.
Theorem 5.7 ((the classification theorem for fibrewise An-spaces)). Let G be an An-space and B be a space, both
of which have homotopy types of CW complexes. Fix a finite positive integer n. Let us denote An(G; B) the set
of all fibrewise An-equivalent classes of fibrewise An-spaces over B with fibres An-equivalent to G. Then the map
[B; Mn(G)] → An(G; B) defined by pull-back of En is well-defined and bijective.
We will construct the associated principal fibration of this universal fibration for our later calculation. Let Cn
be the fibrewise space over Mn defined as the space consisting of all An-equivalences with its An-form from G to
some fibre of En:
Cn =
∐
b∈Mn
 { fi} ∈
n∏
i=1
Map (Ji ×G×i, (En)b)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
{ fi} : an An-form of an An-equivalence
from G to (En)b
 .
As easily checked, the projection Cn → Mn is a Hurewicz fibration. The fibres of Cn → Mn are homotopy
equivalent to the space FAnG consisting of all An-forms of self An-equivalences of G. It follows from the following
proposition that Cn is ∞-connected.
Proposition 5.8. Let (G, {mi}ni=2) be an An-space, (F, {µi}n−1i=2 ) an An−1-space and ( f , { fi}n−1i=1 ) : G → F an An−1-
equivalence. Then the space
Φ = { (µn, fn) | ( f , { fi}ni=1) : (G, {mi}ni=2) → (F, {µi}ni=2) is an An-equivalence. }
⊂ Map (Kn × F×n, F) ×Map (Jn ×G×n, F)
is contractible.
Proof. For a fibrewise QnWB-space X, Y : QnWB → FWCG, we say g : QnW(B ⊗ L1) → FWCG is a fibrewise
QnB-map from X to Y if X = d1 f and Y = d0 f , where FWCG denotes the category of fibrewise compactly
generated spaces. As remarked in §4, similar results in Chapter IV of [2] hold for fibrewise QnB-maps. Let
Ψ = Φ×F be a fibrewise An-space over Φ such that the An-form of the fibre Ψ(µn, fn) = {(µn, fn)}×F is {µi}ni=2. Then
1 × f : Φ × (G, {mi}ni=2) → Ψ is a fibrewise An-equivalence such that the An-form of f(µn , fn) : (G, {mi}ni=2) → Ψ(µn, fn)
is { fi}ni=1. This fibrewise An-map 1 × f : Φ × (G, {mi}ni=2) → Ψ extends to a fibrewise QnA-map ˆf : QnW(A ⊗
L1) → FWCG. If we fix a point (µ0n, f 0n ) ∈ Φ, the fibrewise map 1 × ( f , { f1, · · · , fn−1, f 0n }) : Φ × (G, {mi}ni=2) →
Φ× (F, {µ2, · · · , µn−1, µ0n}) is a fibrewise An-equivalence and extends to a fibrewise QnA-map ˆf 0 : QnW(A⊗L1) →
FWCG. Then the indentity map Ψ → Φ × F gives a fibrewise QnA-map QnW(A⊗ L1) → FWCG.
Φ × (G, {mi}ni=2)
id

ˆf
// Ψ

Φ × (G, {mi}ni=2)
ˆf 0
// Φ × (F, {µ2, · · · , µn−1, µ0n})
The above diagram commutes in the sense of the section 2 in Chapter IV of [2]. Then we can construct a fibrewise
Qn(A ⊗ L1)-map h : QnW(A ⊗ L1 ⊗ L1) → FWCG from ˆf to ˆf 0 whose underlying map is the identity map.
Thus, from Lemma 5.7 in [2], ˆf , ˆf 0 : QnW(A ⊗ L1) → FWCG are homotopic. This implies that the space Φ is
contractible to a point (µ0n, f 0n ). 
6. Fibrewise localization of fibrewise An-spaces
We introduce the fibrewise P-localization of fibrewise An-spaces. In the following, notice our fibrewise spaces
are Hurewicz fibrations.
Definition 6.1. Let E and ¯E be fibrewise spaces over B and P be a family of prime numbers. A fibrewise map
ℓ : E → ¯E is a fibrewise P-localization if the restriction ℓb : Eb → ¯Eb of ℓ to each fibre Eb is a P-localization. We
say a fibrewise space is fibrewise P-local if each of its fibres is P-local.
Remark 5. Fibrewise localizations have the following universal property: if E′ is a fibrewise P-local space and
f : E → E′ is a fibrewise map, then there exists a fibrewise map ¯f : ¯E → E′, unique up to fibrewise homotopy,
such that ¯f ℓ is fibrewise homotopic to f , where the base space of E, ¯E and E′ has homotopy type of a CW complex.
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We quote Theorem 4.1 of [15] in the next form.
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a nilpotent finite CW complex and ℓ : G → GP be the P-localization of G. Then, ℓ induces
a map ℓ# : BFG → BFGP which corresponds to the map FG → FGP induced by ℓ, which P-localizes the identity
component.
Let G be a nilpotent finite CW complex and E1 be a universal fibration of G. Then, we can construct the
fibrewise P-localization E1 → ¯E1 of E1, where the classifying map of ¯E1 is ℓ#. Hence if E is a fibrewise space
with fibres homotopy equivalent to G and with base B homotopy equivalent to a CW complex, then we can take
the fibrewise P-localization ℓ : E → ¯E of E.
Proposition 6.3. Let E be a fibrewise An-space. Then the fibrewise P-localization ℓ : E → ¯E has the fibrewise
An-forms of ¯E and ℓ, both of which are unique up to homotopy through fibrewise An-forms. For an An-space G with
homotopy type of a nilpotent finite complex, this fibrewise localization induces the map Mn(G) → Mn(GP) and the
following diagrams commute up to homotopy:
Mn(G) //

· · · // M2(G) //

BFG
ℓ#

Mn(GP) // · · · // M2(GP) // BFGP
Ωn−20 Map (G×n,G) //

Mn(G) //

Mn−1(G)

Ωn−20 Map (G×nP ,GP) // Mn(GP) // Mn−1(GP)
where the map Ωn−20 Map (G×n,G) → Ωn−20 Map (G×nP ,GP) is the P-localization.
Proof. Let {mi} be the fibrewise An-form of E. We construct fibrewise An-forms {m¯i} and {ℓi} of ¯E and ℓ respec-
tively. Let ℓ1 = ℓ. Assume we have constructed fibrewise A j−1-forms {m¯i} j−1i=2 and {ℓi}
j−1
i=1 . The fibrewise map
ℓ′j : (H j − Int δ( j, 1, · · · , 1)) × E×B j → ¯E can be defined by using {mi}, {m¯i} and {ℓi} in a natural manner and be
extended on J j × E×B j. We can also define m¯ j : L j × ¯E×B j → ¯E by using {m¯i} and ℓ′j(δ( j, 1, · · · , 1) × 1)|L j×E×B j =
m¯ j(1 × ℓ×B j). There exists a fibrewise map m¯′j : K j × ¯E×B j → ¯E such that m¯′j(1 × ℓ×B j) is fibrewise homotopic to
ℓ′j(δ( j, 1, · · · , 1) × 1). Then m¯ j is fibrewise homotopic to m¯′j|L j× ¯E×B j . Hence m¯ j can be extended on K j × ¯E×B j and
there exists ℓ j : J j × E×B j → ¯E such that {ℓi} ji=1 is a fibrewise A j-form of ℓ.
If there exist such ({m¯0i }, {ℓ0i }) and ({m¯1i }, {ℓ1i }), we can construct a homotopy ({ ¯Mi}, {Li}) between them similarly.
The rest of this proposition follows immediately. 
From the above proposition and the result of the previous section, we have the following homotopy commutative
diagram:
Ωn−1Map (G×n,G) //

FAnG //

FAn−1G

Ωn−1Map (G×n
P
,GP) // FAnGP // FAn−1GP
where the restriction Ωn−10 Map (G×n,G) → Ωn−10 Map (G×nP ,GP) is the P-localization. Since FG → FGP is the
P-localization of the identity component, one can show the following corollary inductively.
Corollary 6.4. The map FAnG → FAnGP induced from the map Mn(G) → Mn(GP) above is the P-localization of
the identity component.
7. Fibrewise rationalization of automorphism bundles
We review that the triviality of the fibrewise rationalization of an automorphism bundle by [4].
First, we recall the construction of classifying spaces by using the geometric bar construction given by [13]
and [14]. Let G be a topological group with non-degenerate basepoint and which has the homotopy type of a
CW complex. We can construct the universal bundle EG = B(∗,G,G) → BG = B(∗,G, ∗) by the geometric bar
construction, where EG is also a topological group and G ⊂ EG is a closed subgroup compatible with its right
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G-action. Then BG is the coset space EG/G and the adjoint action G on EG (i.e. (g, x) 7→ gxg−1) induces an action
of G on BG. We also call this action the adjoint action. We consider G and ΩBG as left G-space by this adjoint
action.
If G is abelian, then EG is also abelian. Hence BG is again a topological abelian group. Therefore, for any
abelian group Γ, the Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (Γ, n) can be taken as a topological abelian group.
For a principal G-bundle P over B, the automorphism bundle aut P of P is the quotient space P ×G/ ∼, where
the equivalence relation ∼ is defined by (u, x) ∼ (ug, g−1xg) for any u ∈ P and x, g ∈ G. The projection P → B
induces a map aut P → B and aut P is a fibre bundle with this projection. Moreover, the multiplication G ×G → G
induces a fibrewise map aut P×B aut P → aut P and aut P becomes a fibrewise topological monoid, more precisely
a fibrewise topological group.
We show that aut EG and EG ×G ΩBG are fibrewise A∞-equivalent, where EG ×G ΩBG is the quotient space
with identification (u, ℓ) ∼ (ug, g−1ℓ) in EG × ΩBG and hence is also a fibrewise A∞-space.
We use the notation in [13] for representing elements of EG and BG. The map ˜ζ : EG → PBG is defined by
˜ζ(|[g1, · · · , g j]g j+1, t|)(s) = |[g1, · · · , g j, g j+1], ((1 − s)t, s)|. Define ζ : G → ΩBG by the restriction of ˜ζ. This ˜ζ
is slightly different from May’s ˜ζ defined in [14] because May’s ζ is not an H-map in general. By definition, the
following diagram commutes:
G //
ζ

EG //
˜ζ

BG
ΩBG // PBG // BG
The map ζ is G-equivariant and is a homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 7.1. The map ζ has a G-equivariant A∞-form, where an A∞-form {ζi}∞i=1 is G-equivariant if ζi(1×g×i) = gζifor each g ∈ G and i.
Proof. For g1, · · · , gn ∈ G and ρ ∈ Ki, we have
ζ(g1, · · · , gn)(s) = |[g1 · · · gn](1 − s, s)| = |[g1, · · · , gn](1 − s, 0, · · · , 0, s)|.
Let {ωi : Ki → Pi}∞i=2 and {mi : Ki×(ΩBG)×i → ΩBG}∞i=2 as in Example (iv) in §4. Then, for ρ ∈ Kn, g1, · · · , gn ∈ G
and ωnk−1(ρ) ≤ s ≤ ωnk(ρ), we obtain
mi(ρ; ζ(g1), · · · , ζ(gn))(s) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣[gk],
(
1 −
s − ωnk−1(ρ)
ωnk(ρ) − ωnk−1(ρ)
,
s − ωnk−1(ρ)
ωnk(ρ) − ωnk−1(ρ)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣[g1, · · · , gn],
(
0, · · · , 0, 1 −
s − ωnk−1(ρ)
ωnk(ρ) − ωnk−1(ρ)
,
s − ωnk−1(ρ)
ωnk(ρ) − ωnk−1(ρ)
, 0, · · · , 0
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
From these equations, it is sufficient for us to construct a fibrewise A∞-form {ζi}∞i=1 such that ζn(ρ; g1, · · · , gn)(s) =
|[g1, · · · , gn], ξn(ρ; s)| for some ξn : Jn × I → ∆n. Since each simplex ∆n is contractible, such {ξi}∞i=1 can be
constructed inductively. 
Hence a fibrewise map 1 ×G ζ : EG ×G G → EG ×G ΩBG is a fibrewise A∞-equivalence.
Here, EG ×G ΩBG is the fibrewise based loop space of the fibrewise pointed space EG ×G BG with section
BG → EG ×G BG given by [u] 7→ [u, e] for u ∈ EG and the identity element e ∈ EG. And the map EG × EG →
EG × EG (u, u′) 7→ (u, uu′) induces a fibrewise pointed topological equivalence EG ×G BG → BG × BG, whose
target is the fibrewise pointed space BG σ→ BG× BG π→ BG such that π is the first projection and σ is the diagonal
map.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Since the rational cohomology ring H∗(BG; Q) of BG is a polynomial
ring, there exists the rationalization ℓ : BG → (BG)(0), where (BG)(0) is a topological abelian group. The map
1× ℓ : BG × BG → BG × (BG)(0) is a fibrewise rationalization over BG, where BG × (BG)(0) is a fibrewise pointed
space with projection given by the first projection and with section (1, ℓ) : BG → BG × (BG)(0). Finally, we have
the fibrewise pointed topological equivalence BG × (BG)(0) → BG × (BG)(0) (x, y) 7→ (x, ℓ(x)−1y), whose target is
a fibrewise pointed space with section given by x 7→ (x, e). Thus EG ×G ΩBG → EG × Ω(BG)(0) is a fibrewise
rationalization and is a fibrewise A∞-homomorphism. Moreover, EG ×Ω(BG)(0) is trivial as a fibrewise A∞-space.
Theorem 7.2. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, B be a space with homotopy type of a CW complex
and P be a principal G-bundle over B. If f : B → Mn(G) is the classifying map of the automorphism bundle
aut P = P ×G G of P, then the composition of f and Mn(G) → Mn(G(0)) is null-homotopic.
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8. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We state Lemma 6.4 of [4] as the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Let A1, A2, B1, B2 be groups, A2, B2 be abelian, A2 be finitely generated, A3 and B3 be sets on which
A2 and B2 act respectively, A4 and B4 be sets and a3 ∈ A3 be a fixed element. Consider the following commutative
diagram.
A1
f1
//
ℓ1

A2
f2
//
ℓ2

A3
f3
//
ℓ3

A4
ℓ4

B1
g1
// B2
g2
// B3
g3
// B4
Assume the following conditions:
(i) The maps f1, g1, ℓ1, ℓ2 are homomorphisms, where ℓ1 is Q-surjective (i.e. for any b ∈ B1, there exists an integer
n such that bn ∈ image ℓ1) and ker ℓ2 is finite.
(ii) For any a2 ∈ A2 and a ∈ A3, ℓ3(a2 · a) = ℓ2(a2) · ℓ3(a).
(iii) For any a ∈ A3, A2 · a = f −13 ( f3(a)). Similarly, for any b ∈ B3, B2 · b = g−13 (g3(b)).
(iv) The isotropy subgroup of a3 is image f1, and the isotropy subgroup of ℓ3(a3) is image g1.
Then f −13 ( f3(a3))∩ℓ−13 (ℓ3(a3)) is finite. Moreover, if ℓ4 is finite-to-one and if the condition (iv) holds for any a3 ∈ A3,
then ℓ3 is also finite-to-one.
Proof. Fix a ∈ A2 such that a · a3 ∈ ℓ−13 (ℓ3(a3)). From (ii) and (iii), there exists b ∈ B1 such that g1(b) = ℓ2(a).
From (i), we can take an integer n and a′ ∈ A1 such that ℓ1(a′) = bn. Since ℓ2(na − f1(a′)) = 0, the order of
na− f1(a′) is finite. Hence, for some integer k, (ka) · a3 = a3. Then, because A2 is finitely generated abelian group,
the condition (iii) says that f −13 ( f3(a3))∩ ℓ−13 (ℓ3(a3)) is finite. The rest of this lemma follows immediately from this
assertion. 
We also quote Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 5.4 in Chapter II of [6]. Let [X; Y]∗ denote the homotopy set of
basepoint-preserving maps from X to Y.
Theorem 8.2. Let X be an H-space with non-degenerate basepoint and which has the homotopy type of a con-
nected CW complex and ℓ : X → XP be the P-localization H-map. Then, for a connected finite complex W,
ℓ∗ : [W; X]∗ → [W; XP]∗ is Q-bijective, in other words, ℓ∗ is Q-surjective and every element in ker ℓ∗ has a finite
order.
Lemma 8.3. Let G be a nilpotent finite complex and ℓ : G → GP be the P-localization. Then the homomorphism
π0(FG) → π0(FGP) induced from ℓ is finite-to-one.
In the following argument, assume B is a connected finite complex, (G, {mi}ni=2) is an An-space with homotopy
type of a connected finite complex such that m2 : G ×G → G has the homotopy unit and GP is the P-localization
of G.
From Corollary 6.4 and Theorem 8.2, [ΣB; Mn(G)]∗ → [ΣB; Mn(GP)]∗ is Q-surjective. Since G is an H-space
and is a finite complex, πr(Mn(G)) is finitely generated. Then πr(Mn(G)) → πr(Mn(GP)) is finite-to-one for r ≥ 2.
In fact, this also holds for r = 1.
Lemma 8.4. π1(Mn(G)) → π1(Mn(GP)) is finite-to-one.
Proof. Since we have the following commutative diagram, we show π0(FAnG) → π0(FAnGP) is finite-to-one.
π1(Mn(G))

∼
// π0(FnG)

π1(Mn(GP)) ∼ // π0(FnGP)
When n = 1, this follows by Lemma 8.3. Assume this holds for n−1, n ≥ 2. The diagram in Proposition 6.3 yields
the following commutative ladder:
π1(FAn−1G) //

π0(Ωn−1Map (G×n,G)) //

π0(FAnG) //

π0(FAn−1G)

π1(FAn−1GP) // π0(Ωn−1Map (G×nP ,GP)) // π0(FAnGP) // π0(FAn−1GP)
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Let us verify the conditions of Lemma 8.1 about this diagram. The abelian group π0(Ωn−1Map (G×n,G)) acts on
π0(FAnG) through the above homomorphism. Similarly, π0(Ωn−1Map (G×nP ,GP)) acts on π0(FAnGP). Since G is
a finite complex and is an H-space, π0(Ωn−1Map (G×n,G)) is a finitely generated abelian group. From this and
Theorem 8.2, the kernel of π0(Ωn−1Map (G×n,G)) → π0(Ωn−1Map (G×nP ,GP)) is finite. The map π2(Mn−1(G)) →
π2(Mn−1(GP)) is Q-surjective from the above, then π1(FAn−1G) → π1(FAn−1GP) is Q-surjective. Thus the condition
(i) is verified. The conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) (for any a3 ∈ π0(FAnG)) are easily verified. Hence π0(FAnG) →
π0(FAnGP) is finite-to-one. 
Now we show the following proposition.
Proposition 8.5. [B; Mn(G)]∗ → [B; Mn(GP)]∗ is finite-to-one.
Proof. When B is a point, this is trivial. When B is 1-dimensional, B is a wedge sum of finite circles. Then this
proposition follows by Lemma 8.4. Assume B is a complex given by attaching the complex B′ to one r-cell (r ≥ 2),
where the assertion above holds for the complex B′. Let us consider the following commutative diagram given by
the cofibration B′ → B → S r:
[ΣB′; Mn(G)]∗ //

πr(Mn(G)) //

[B; Mn(G)]∗ //

[B′; Mn(G)]∗

[ΣB′; Mn(GP)]∗ // πr(Mn(GP)) // [B; Mn(GP)]∗ // [B′; Mn(GP)]∗
This cofibration induces the actions of πr(Mn(G)) on [B; Mn(G)]∗ and πr(Mn(GP)) on [B; Mn(GP)]∗. Since we can
apply Lemma 8.1 to this diagram, [B, Mn(G)]∗ → [B, Mn(GP)]∗ is finite-to-one. 
Here, we consider the case that G is a compact connected Lie group.
Theorem 8.6. Let B be a finite connected complex and G be a compact connected Lie group. For each n < ∞, the
number of fibrewise An-equivalent classes represented by the automorphism bundles of principal G-bundle over B
is finite.
Proof. From Proposition 7.2, the classifying map of the fibrewise rationalization of an automorphism bundle is
null-homotopic. Then this classifying map is also null-homotopic preserving basepoint. From Proposition 8.5,
there exist only finitely many classifying maps B → Mn(G) up to homotopy which correspond to some automor-
phism bundle. Hence the conclusion follows. 
In general, if (E, {mi}) is a fibrewise An-space, then the space of all sections Γ(E) of E is naturally an An-space,
where the An-form {Γmi} of Γ(E) is given by Γmi(ρ;ϕ1, · · · , ϕi)(b) = mi(ρ;ϕ1(b), · · · , ϕi(b)). If E and E′ is a
fibrewise An-space over B and f : E → E′ is a fibrewise An-map, then the map Γ f : Γ(E) → Γ(E′) given by
(Γ f )(ϕ)(b) = fϕ(b) is an An-map. Moreover, if f is a fibrewise An-equivalence, then Γ f is an An-equivalence.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group. Since G(P) is isomorphic to Γ(aut P) for any principal bundle P,
Theorem 8.6 implies Theorem 1.1.
9. A counterexample when n = ∞
In Theorem 1.1, it is essential to assume n is finite. Kono and Tsukuda have shown the following theorem:
Theorem 9.1 (([12] and [20])). Let X be an oriented simply connected closed 4-manifold and P and P′ be principal
SU(2)-bundles over X. The classifying spaces BG(P) and BG(P′) are homotopy equivalent if and only if{
|c2(P)[X]| = |c2(P′)[X]| if X admits an orientation reversing homotopy equivalence,
c2(P)[X] = c2(P′)[X] otherwise,
where c2(P)[X] represents the coupling of the second Chern class of P and the fundamental class of X.
Stasheff has shown in [18] that a map between topological monoids is an An-map if and only if it admits an
appropriate map between An-structures. From this, G(P) and G(P′) are A∞-equivalent if and only if BG(P) and
BG(P′) are homotopy equivalent. Hence we conclude the following counterexample when n = ∞.
Proposition 9.2. For a simply connected closed 4-manifold X, there are infinite distinct A∞-types of gauge groups
of principal SU(2)-bundles over X.
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10. The gauge groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over S 4
In general, it is difficult problem to count the number of An-types of gauge groups. However, one can often
partially know the behavior of the localizations of An-types of gauge groups.
Denote the principal SU(2)-bundle over S 4 with second Chern class k ∈ H4(S 4) ≃ Z by Pk. For a family of
prime numbers P, let Pk,P be the principal SU(2)P-bundle over S 4 with second Chern class k ∈ H4(S 4; ZP) ≃ ZP,
where ZP is the localization of the ring Z at P. Here we remark that SU(2)P can be taken as a topological group
with homotopy type of a CW complex [16]. Then, using the same construction as in §7, the fibrewiseP-localization
of aut Pk as a fibrewise A∞-space is aut Pk,P.
Denote the identity component of the gauge group G(Pk,P) by G0(Pk,P) and the kernel of the evaluation at the
basepoint ev : G0(Pk,P) → SU(2)P byG0,0(Pk,P). Atiyah and Bott [1] constructed the universal bundle of the gauge
group
G(Pk,P) → EG(Pk,P) → Map (S 4; HP∞P ; k),
where EG(Pk,P) is the space of all bundle maps from Pk,P to the universal bundle over HP∞P and Map (S 4; HP∞P ; k)
is the path component of Map (S 4; HP∞
P
) corresponding to ℓk : S 4 → HP∞
P
. Then, the P-localization of G0(Pk) as
an A∞-space is G0(Pk,P).
Definition 10.1. A fibrewise An-space E over B is said to be trivial if E is fibrewise An-equivalent to the fibrewise
An-space B × Eb for some b ∈ B.
As in [9], aut Pk,P is trivial as a fibrewise An-space if and only if there exists a map f : S 4 × HPnP → HP∞P such
that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy:
S 4 ∨ HPn
P
ℓk∨i
//
j

HP∞
P
∨ HP∞
P
∇

S 4 × HPn
P
f
// HP∞
P
where k : S 4 → HP∞ is the classifying map of Pk, ℓ : HP∞ → HP∞P is the P-localization of HP
∞
, i and j are
inclusions and ∇ is the folding map. Moreover, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 10.2. The gauge group G(Pk,P) of Pk,P is An-equivalent to the gauge group G(S 4 × SU(2)P) of the
trivial bundle if and only if aut Pk,P is trivial as a fibrewise An-space.
Proof. We identify the gauge group G(Pk,P) with the space Γ(aut Pk,P) of sections. Let F : G(S 4 × SU(2)P) →
G(Pk,P) be an An-equivalence and define the fibrewise An-map f : B × SU(2)P → aut Pk,P by f (b, g) = f (s(g))(b),
where s : SU(2)P → G(S 4 × SU(2)P) is the standard section given by s(g)(b) = (b, g). Let us see that f is
a fibrewise An-equivalence, equivalently, evFs : SU(2)P → SU(2)P is a homotopy equivalence. Consider the
following evaluation fibration:
G0,0(Pk,P) → G0(Pk,P) → SU(2)P.
Note that πi(G0,0(S 4 × SU(2)P)) and πi(G0,0(Pk,P)) are isomorphic finite groups for each i. Since F∗ : π2(G0(S 4 ×
SU(2)P)) → π2(G0(Pk,P)) is an isomorphism and these groups are finite, π2(G0,0(Pk,P)) → π2(G0(Pk,P)) is also
an isomorphism. Hence ev∗ : π3(G0(Pk,P)) → π3(SU(2)P) has a section. Then one can see that (evFs)∗ :
π3(SU(2)P) → π3(SU(2)P) is an isomorphism. Therefore, evFs : SU(2)P → SU(2)P is a homotopy equiva-
lence. 
Proposition 10.3 ((Lemma 2.2 in [20])). If r ∈ Z is prime to every element of P, then G(Pkr,P) is A∞-equivalent
to G(Pk,P).
Proof. The map S 4 → S 4 with degree r induces the following homotopy commutative diagram:
Ω40HP
∞
P

// Map (S 4; HP∞
P
; kr)

// HP∞
P
Ω40HP
∞
P
// Map (S 4; HP∞
P
; k) // HP∞P
where Ω40HP
∞
P
→ Ω40 HP
∞
P
is a homotopy equivalence. Hence Map (S 4; HP∞
P
; kr) and Map (S 4; HP∞
P
; k) are
homotopy equivalent. Therefore,G(Pkr,P) and G(Pk,P) are A∞-equivalent. 
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In the rest of this section, we give an observation on the fibrewise An-types, using a result of [19] concerning
with the homotopy groups of S 3.
Theorem 10.4. Let p = minP. If p ≥ 3, then aut Pk,P is trivial as a fibrewise A p−1
2 −1
-space. Moreover, aut Pk,P is
trivial as a fibrewise A p−1
2
-space if and only if k ≡ 0 mod p.
Proof. Let x ∈ H4(S 4; ZP) and c ∈ H4(HPnP; ZP) be generators such that c|S 4 = x and u ∈ H4(K(ZP, 4); ZP) be the
fundamental class. From obstruction theory, we can take maps f : S 4×HPn
P
→ K(ZP, 4) and g : HP∞P → K(ZP, 4)
such that f ∗u = kx × 1 + 1 × c ∈ H4(S 4 × HPn
P
; ZP) and g∗u = c ∈ H4(HP∞P ; ZP). Since j∗ f ∗u = (ℓk ∨ i)∗∇∗g∗ =
kx ∨ 1 + 1 ∨ c ∈ H4(S 4 ∨ HPn
P
; ZP), the following digram commutes:
S 4 ∨ HPn
P
ℓk∨i
//
j

HP∞
P
∨ HP∞
P
∇

S 4 × HPn
P
f
''N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
HP∞
P
g

K(ZP, 4)
Since g∗ : Hi(K(ZP, 4); ZP) → Hi(HP∞P ; ZP) is an isomorphism for i < 2p + 2, if n ≤ (p − 1)/2− 1, there exists a
map f ′ : S 4 × HPn
P
→ HP∞
P
such that f ′ j and ∇(ℓk ∨ i) are homotopic. This implies the first half of this theorem.
Assume that there exists a following homotopy commutative diagram:
S 4 ∨ HP(p−1)/2
P
ℓk∨i
//
j

HP∞
P
∨ HP∞
P
∇

S 4 × HP(p−1)/2
P
f
// HP∞
P
Then f ∗P1u ∈ H2p+2(S 4 × HP(p−1)/2
P
; Z/pZ) is computed as follows:
f ∗P1c = P1(kx × 1 + 1 × c) = kP1x × 1 + 1 × P1c = 0.
On the other hand, since P1c = ±2c(p+1)/2 ∈ H2p+2(HP∞
P
; Z/pZ),
f ∗P1c = ±2 f ∗c(p+1)/2 = ±2(kx × 1 + 1 × c)(p+1)/2 = ±k(p + 1)x × c(p−1)/2.
Therefore, k ≡ 0 mod p.
Conversely, suppose k ≡ 0 mod p. Then there is some integer r ∈ Z such that k = pr. From the first half,
we can take a map f ′ : S 4 × HP(p−3)/2
P
∪ ∗ × HP(p−1)/2
P
→ HP∞
P
such that the following diagram commutes up to
homotopy:
S 4 ∨ HP(p−1)/2
P
p∨1
//
j

S 4 ∨ HP(p−1)/2
P
ℓr∨i
//
j

HP∞
P
∨ HP∞
P
∇

S 4 × HP(p−3)/2
P
∪ ∗ × HP(p−1)/2
P
p×1∪∗×1
// S 4 × HP(p−3)/2
P
∪ ∗ × HP(p−1)/2
P
f ′
// HP∞
P
Now, the obstruction to extending f ′ over S 4 × HP(p−1)/2
P
lives in π2p+1(HP∞P ). Since π2p+1(HP∞P ) ≃ Z/pZ, there
is no obstruction to extending f ′(p × 1 ∪ ∗ × 1) over S 4 × HP(p−1)/2
P
. Hence aut Pk,P is trivial as a fibrewise
A p−1
2
-space. 
Furthermore, for r ∈ Z prime to each element of P, we see that aut Ppr,P is not trivial as a fibrewise Ap−1-space.
Let ζ be the universal SU(2)-bundle over HP∞. Then,
K(HP∞P )P = ZP[a],
where K(·)P represents the P-local complex K-theory and a = ζ − 2. Let b = −c2(ζ) ∈ H4(HP∞P ; Q) then
ch a =
∞∑
j=1
2b j
(2 j)! .
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Similarly, let u ∈ ˜K(S 4)P and ch u = s ∈ H4(S 4; Q) such that s = b|S 4 . Assume that there exists the following
homotopy commutative diagram:
S 4 ∨ HPn
P
ℓk∨i
//
j

HP∞
P
∨ HP∞
P
∇

S 4 × HPn
P
f
// HP∞
P
Then, f ∗b = ks × 1 + 1 × b in H4(S 4 × HPn
P
; Q) and
f ∗a = ku × 1 + 1 × a +
n∑
i=1
ǫi(k)u × ai
in ˜K(S 4 × HPn
P
)P, where ǫi(k) ∈ ZP. We calculate f ∗ch a and ch f ∗a as follows:
f ∗ch a = f ∗
∞∑
j=1
2b j
(2 j)! =
∞∑
j=1
2
(2 j)! (ks × 1 + 1 × b)
j
= ks × 1 +
n∑
j=1
(
k
(2 j + 1)! s × b
j
+
2
(2 j)!1 × b
j
)
,
ch f ∗a = ch
ku × 1 + 1 × a +
n∑
i=1
ǫi(k)u × ai
 =ks × 1 + 1 ×
n∑
j=1
2
(2 j)!b
j
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
ǫi(k)s ×

n∑
j=1
2
(2 j)!b
j

i
=ks × 1 +
n∑
j=1
2
(2 j)!1 × b
j
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
l=1
∑
j1+···+ ji=l
2iǫi(k)
(2 j1)! · · · (2 ji)! s × b
l.
Then we have the following formula:
k
(2l + 1)! =
n∑
i=1
∑
j1+···+ ji=l
j1,··· , ji≥1
2iǫi(k)
(2 j1)! · · · (2 ji)! .
From this formula, one can see that there exists the number ǫi ∈ Q such that ǫi(k) = ǫik for each i. Of course, the
sequence {ǫi}∞i=1 satisfy the following formula for each l:
1
(2l + 1)! =
n∑
i=1
∑
j1+···+ ji=l
j1,··· , ji≥1
2iǫi
(2 j1)! · · · (2 ji)! .
For example, ǫ1 = 1/6, ǫ2 = −1/180, ǫ3 = 1/1512 etc.
Example 3. If aut Pk is trivial as a fibrewise A3-space, then 7560 divides k.
Proof. This condition implies that ǫ1k, ǫ2k, ǫ3k ∈ Z. Thus k is divided by 7560 = 23335171. 
Theorem 10.5. Let p be an odd prime. The fibrewise topological group aut Pk,{p} is trivial as a fibrewise Ap−1-space
if and only if k ≡ 0 mod p2.
Proof. Assume aut Pk,{p} is trivial as a fibrewise Ap−1-space for some k ∈ Z. Then kǫp−1 ∈ Z(p). From this, to show
k ≡ 0 mod p2, it is sufficient to show that pǫp−1 < Z(p). Obviously, ǫ1, · · · , ǫ(p−3)/2 ∈ Z(p). Then
ǫ(p−1)/2 =
1
p!
mod Z(p).
From this, we have pǫ(p+1)/2, · · · , pǫp−3 ∈ Z(p). Hence, by using the above formula for l = p − 1, we obtain
0 =
2(p−1)/2 pǫ(p−1)/2
(p + 1)!(2!)(p−3)/2
p − 1
2
+ pǫp−1 mod Z(p).
Therefore, we get
pǫp−1 = −
1
(p + 1)!(p − 2)! mod Z(p).
This implies that pǫp−1 < Z(p).
Conversely, assume k ≡ 0 mod p2. Let k′ = k/p. Since k′ ≡ 0 mod p, we can extend ∇(ℓk′ ∨ i) : S 4 ∨
HP(p−1)/2(p) → HP
∞
(p) over S
4 × HP(p−1)/2(p) by using Theorem 10.4. Moreover, since πr(HP∞(p)) = 0 for 2p + 1 <
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r < 4p − 2, we can extend ∇(ℓk′ ∨ i) : S 4 ∨ HPp−2(p) → HP∞(p) over S 4 × HPp−2(p) . Thus we can extend ∇(ℓk ∨ i) :
S 4 ∨ HPp−1(p) → HP
∞
(p) over S
4 × HPp−1(p) since π4p−1(HP∞(p)) ≃ Z/pZ. 
Now, we give the desired lower bound.
Corollary 10.6. The number of the An-types of gauge groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over S 4 is larger than
2π(2n+1), where π(m) represents the number of prime numbers less than or equal to m.
Proof. Fix an odd prime p and let k = 2i2 3i3 5i5 · · · pip and k′ = 2i′2 3i′35′i5 · · · pi′p , where each ir or i′r equals to 0
or 1. Then, from the result of [11], Proposition 10.2 , Proposition 10.3 and Theorem 10.4, G(Pk) and G(Pk′ ) are
A p−1
2
-equivalent if and only if k = k′. Therefore, there is at least 2π(p) different types of the An-types of the gauge
groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over S 4 for n ≥ (p − 1)/2. 
Remark 6. Similarly, from Theorem 10.5, since each two of aut P0,{p}, aut P1,{p} and aut Pp,{p} are not fibrewise
Ap−1-equivalent, we have a sharper result: the number of the An-types of the gauge groups of principal SU(2)-
bundles over S 4 is larger than 2π(2n+1)−π(n+1)3π(n+1).
From the prime number theorem, the number of An-types of the gauge groups of principal SU(2)-bundles over
S 4 has at least the growth of 2(2n+1)/ log(2n+1).
This corollary gives an alternative proof of Proposition 9.2 for X = S 4, but does not give the complete classifi-
cation of the A∞-types of the gauge groups.
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